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Introduction
Two huge changes have shaken the foundations
of digital marketing. First, the slow creep of
digital marketing has spread to every corner of
our lives. Today, it pulsates at critical mass with
over 3,500 digital messages thrown at us
every day.
The other change came at breakneck speed:
the rise of services like Netflix, Spotify and Hulu.
Digital platforms that reward users for curating
what, when and how they engage with
digital channels.
These services changed our expectations about
how much digital clutter we have to suffer.
Digital-only marketing is no longer a path to
growth. But, there is a way to integrate digital
and offline marketing for phenomenal results.
We call it Tactile Marketing Automation®, and it
brings the power of Marketo out of the inbox.
This case study booklet shows how we’ve
helped other Marketo customers integrate
tactile marketing into existing digital marketing
strategies to drive growth.

www.PFL.com
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INSIDESALES.COM

PFL Delivers ROI
InsideSales.com launched an ABM campaign targeting CROs and CEOs of Fortune 500
companies. They wanted to secure meetings with these high profile account contacts and
used Tactile Marketing Automation® (TMA®) to drive 2x pipeline in just 6 weeks.

The Challenge
TJ Nokleby, Manager of Demand Generation for InsideSales.com, knew that their target
personas would be incredibly hard to connect with. CEOs face extreme inbox overload,
relentless schedules and immense pressure. Nokleby and team decided to use an Account
Based Marketing approach catering both message and medium to target personas.
They planned to use high impact tactile pieces to blast through crowded inboxes, they
needed a solution that was easy to use, quickly implemented, and fully integrated into
their existing marketing tech. They landed on Tactile Marketing Automation (TMA) by PFL
after meeting us at a tradeshow.

The Solution
Nokleby worked closely with the sales team to select the best accounts and the best
leads within those accounts. After determining their target personas, they started to
create personalized and relevant messages for the various personas so they could start
building out their first campaign.
The team carefully crafted messaging around the idea of the CRO/CEO being the
“quarterback of the organization” and tied in language around “Don’t be
blindsided” with imagery of a quarterback with a blindfold on.

“In 6 weeks we created
as much pipeline as sales
or revenue of the whole
previous year!”
— TJ Nokleby

www.PFL.com
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They sent full sized footballs, many of which were signed by Steve Young to CEOs with a
personalized note about not being blindsided. They followed that up with an email from
the CEO or CRO of InsideSales.com (depending on the title of the contact they were
sending to), nurture emails, web/social ads and phone calls. The follow-up email was
triggered from within Marketo, but also came from InsideSales.com’s CEO or CRO, so it
was personal and timely.
InsideSales.com didn’t hedge all of their bets on reaching high profile contacts, so they
also sent a different package to sales ops contacts in the target account. This package
contained many small footballs and some collateral. Sales ops contacts shared the
footballs around, spreading buzz and awareness across the entire organization. The
physical send coordinated with emails, web ads and phone calls. Sales and marketing
were tightly aligned throughout all of this to ensure a very cohesive experience.

LANDED

15x
ROI

meetings with hard to
reach CEOs and CROs

2x
in pipeline

One CEO even walked into
the meeting holding the
football and said, “You have
my attention, let’s talk.”

The Solution
The results InsideSales.com saw from their
ABM approach blew all of their previous results
out of the water. Email engagement spiked
following the football sends - rising to 50%. But
the real results were on the bottom line: in six
weeks, they created as much pipeline as they
did sales or revenue in the whole previous year!
They also saw 15x ROI, proving that spending
a little more time and money to create a
well thought-out, multi-channel approach
was worth it (and then some). Many of the
Fortune 500 CEOs they secured a meeting
with commented on the football send and how
excited they were to get it.

www.PFL.com
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INVOCA

PFL Reinvents Direct Mail
Invoca® uses the Tactile Marketing Automation (TMA) solution from PFL to deliver a
1,500% return on investment (ROI) for their dimensional mail outreach campaigns—while
simultaneously slashing production costs by 75%.

The Challenge
Invoca, the leading call intelligence platform, has built a large and engaged customer
base. Growth was a key goal for the marketing team, but they were having challenges
reaching key decision-makers. Digital fatigue—the tendency to disregard email and
web campaigns because of overexposure to them—was creating a low response barrier
between Invoca and their prospects.
While they had robust digital campaigns, the team at Invoca was just not seeing the
results they wanted from those channels. To break through and reach their audience of
increasingly distracted prospects, Invoca turned to a radical new concept: automated
dimensional mail.
Before implementing PFL’s solution, Invoca faced challenges with manual data
management, a rigid “batch and blast” approach, and high costs due to the involvement
of an outside agency. “Even on the enterprise level, these programs were just prohibitively
expensive for us to do more than a few times per year,” says Stead, Director of Demand
Generation with Invoca.
Invoca needed to improve their process and automate dimensional mail through their
existing marketing software platform. They needed a solution to scale to suit a variety of
send volumes and buyer personas. And it needed to be cost effective.

“For us, sending physical
marketing materials has
proven to be a unique way
to get our foot in the
door and accelerate the
sales cycle”
— Julia Stead

www.PFL.com
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“Timing is important
when it comes to direct
mail...you want to strike
while the iron’s hot.”
— Julia Stead

The Solution
For Invoca, the answer was Tactile Marketing Automation (TMA) software from PFL.com.
TMA connects the two worlds of digital marketing automation and print mail creation
and execution seamlessly. “The process is streamlined—really, really simple and easy for
everyone to use,” Stead says.
Results after the implementation were dramatic. ROI was a staggering 1,500%, surpassing
expectations across the board. Response rates jumped, and because sales reps got more
visibility into the mailing schedule they were able to make timely, triggered follow-up
calls. Those calls resulted in more demos, and more demos meant more closed business.
With TMA, each time an Invoca package reaches its destination, the company’s sales
reps receive notification within the hour. They can then set up outreach tasks that are
triggered, prompting them to call that same day and send automated email in
real time.

The Results
Powerful, fully integrated direct
mail management capabilities in
their existing marketing
automation platform

Finally, the Invoca team can easily swap out content and copy for each batch of items,
allowing them to tailor messaging to specific groups and accounts. And because they
automated their direct mail
management, Invoca is now only
spending a fifth of what they had
been with the previous agency.

Flexible, scalable, automated direct
mail execution
Enable sales follow-up at best
possible time
Created predictable and scalable
lead flow

www.PFL.com

1,500%
75%

return on
investment

reduction in
production costs

JELLYVISION

PFL Speeds Pipeline
Jellyvision used the Tactile Marketing Automation (TMA) solution from PFL to triple
campaign response rate and earn a mind-blowing 179x ROI.

The Challenge
Jenn Kloc, Senior Marketing Manager for Jellyvision, wanted to target accounts
swamped in their busiest season. Marketing to a prospect under this much stress is
a risky move, but if you can manage to break through and grab attention, you may
find excellent traction. Kloc’s challenge was getting that attention and keeping it long
enough to start a conversation.

The Solution
Jellyvision turned to PFL for help. First, both worked together to develop a campaign
that used both digital and tangible marketing channels to entice human resource
professionals. Take a look at the Jellyvision Open Enrollment Survival Kit - this is a
top-shelf example of what a tactile piece should be. It lets Jellyvision’s whimsical, but
confident, brand shine. It’s fun, it spells the prospect’s pain out in plain copy, begging to
be opened.
TMA allowed Kloc to streamline the production and fulfillment of these kits. TMA is an
integrated solution for Marketo, allowing direct mail to be triggered by behavioral data,
scoring data and other information contained within Marketo. Kloc used TMA to trigger
the send of the kit in conjunction with email outreach.
When triggered, the packages were kitted, fulfilled and shipped entirely by PFL.
Integration with delivery partners like FedEx allows TMA to send a notification directly
to a sales rep when the package is delivered - in real time - so the rep can follow up as
the package lands on a prospect’s desk.

www.PFL.com
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The Results
Tactile Marketing Automation allowed Jellyvision to orchestrate tangible
marketing with digital outreach without ever leaving Marketo. The results
were impressive: Jellyvision saw a 179x ROI while blowing response rate
goals out of the water. At press time, they’ve closed 24 deals with more
pending. They tripled their goal of 8 closed deals!
Targeting prospects when they’re drowning in their busiest season is a
risky move, but Jellyvision capitalized on this pain point and illustrated
how they can make life easier. By sending a highly relevant and impactful
tangible piece, Jellyvision was able to stand out and close deals quickly.

24

closed deals
from 157 dimensional
mail sends

“The best thing
about TMA is that it
is streamlined and
focused. It’s really
easy to add it to your
marketing workflow,
saving managers a lot
of time.”
— Jenn Kloc, Jellyvision

179X

www.PFL.com
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LEADSPACE

PFL Grows Pipeline
Leadspace was looking for an innovative way to spark conversation with senior-level
targets. When they used PFL’s Tactile Marketing Automation (TMA) solution, they saw
amazing results.

The Challenge
When Leadspace, a B2B marketing and sales predictive analytics platform, went looking
for a revolutionary way to spark conversation with senior-level targets, they learned that
tried and true — with a twist — was the best policy.
“We went retro with a campaign that’s made a huge impact for our business,” said
Leadspace Demand Generation Senior Manager Alicia McCarty. “When it comes to
marketing to marketers, we needed to be cutting-edge. Physical mail seemed like an oldschool tactic, but we suspected being different might just get our prospects’ attention.”
Beyond sluggish response rates and dwindling pipeline activity, Leadspace had two
other issues.
First, their sales and marketing teams weren’t on the same page. Second, they needed a
solution that integrated with Marketo because behavioral triggers were important.
McCarty had executed a mailing campaign manually in the past. She found it took nearly
a week’s worth of hours to complete, and keeping up with the mailing process was next to
impossible for one person to do efficiently. As a startup with a small, agile marketing team
and limited budget, it was important to have an easily implemented solution that drove
big returns on investment.

“I learned that physical
mail is back. It’s powerful
and gives marketing
the opportunity to be
creative and innovative.
You must also have the
right data... While old is
new, I used automation
to improve an old
marketing strategy.”
– Alicia McCarty

www.PFL.com
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The Solution
Leadspace wanted to give something to their targets that they wouldn’t buy for themselves. McCarty turned to TMA and opted to send
their prospects Amazon Echos. The catch was, however, that they didn’t have enough money to send them to all prospects.
Instead of sending the Echo right off the bat, they sent 3-D cardboard versions in teaser packages and asked people to spend 30 minutes
with a demo in order to be sent the real thing.
TMA helped McCarty streamline her mailing process and made sure marketing spend got the best return.
The TMA integration with Marketo alerted her SDR team when each package arrived to its address, allowing team members to reach out
via highly personalized email and call to book meetings. From there, the rest is a match made in heaven — both for Leadspace’s external
outreach and internal team harmony.

33%
450%

$3.7m

ROI

in pipeline generated

12%

increase
in conversion

25%
www.PFL.com

increase
in sales velocity

increase
in deal size
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LIVERAMP

PFL + Multi-Channel
We’re champions of real omnichannel marketing, and that means adding tangible
marketing to digital campaigns. We helped LiveRamp achieve a 33% increase in
attendance for live events and a 66% increase in sales velocity by adding automated
tangible marketing to their mix. Here’s how Ben Coffee, Senior Demand Generation
Manager at LiveRamp, became the sultan of swag at LiveRamp, and even convinced
his cowboy sales teams to give omnichannel outreach a shot.

The Challenge
Coffee needed to increase attendance for LiveRamp’s invitation only regional events.
The events had a proven track record for lead generation, but average response rates
were only 6%. Coffee thought he could get better traction. He’d seen the power of
tangible marketing in the past, and added a postcard invitation to the promotional
mix, but there was a problem: LiveRamp’s direct mail program isn’t what you’d
call automated.
“It was just me, five other SDRs, a Friday afternoon and a case of beer. Getting direct
mail out the door like this wasn’t going to be sustainable - even if you took the beer
out of the equation, but why would you do that?”
With roadshows planned all across the country, manually sending thousands of direct
mail pieces several times each quarter wasn’t going to cut it.

www.PFL.com
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The Solution
Coffee worked with PFL to implement a scalable, fully automated
tangible marketing solution. He used PFL’s Tactile Marketing
Automation (TMA) solution, which integrates automated direct
mail into digital campaigns.
Coffee worked with a dedicated team at PFL to design a
postcard, customized for each roadshow city, that triggered from
within their marketing automation platform. First, prospects
were sent an email and if they did not register for the
roadshow in a few days, that behavior triggered the send of
the personalized postcard.

That extra nudge worked with a 33% increase in responses and
more actual attendees at the roadshow. Coffee’s success at filling
the room at roadshows made waves at LiveRamp, opening the
way for the next incarnation of automated direct mail for the
organization: SwagIQ®.

Next Steps
Using tangible marketing to drive attendance was a success, but
could it work to close those leads as well? Coffee thought so:
“I believe marketers, especially those in branding, field marketing
and customer experience have always known the power of
tangible marketing.”

This kept costs down by only targeting prospects that needed
the extra nudge to take action. PFL printed and delivered the
postcards, completely removing the time it took Coffee’s team
to stuff envelopes.

33%

www.PFL.com

increase in
attendance
for live events
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Coffee reached out to his outbound sales teams with an idea: why not use tactile
sends to close more leads as well? If this were to work, Coffee would need a
solution that worked within the team’s workflow, not a point solution, otherwise
it would never be adopted. It needed to be personalized, with a true 1:1 approach
that opens doors, brings stuck deals back to the table and delivers a world class
customer experience.
The answer was another PFL solution: SwagIQ. This solution lives inside of their
CRM and brings the power of automated mail to the sales pipeline. SwagIQ makes
it possible for sales reps to send kits, packages, branded swag, direct mail anything, really - to leads, contacts. It also creates tasks based on when the items
are delivered.
Getting traction with account owners was critical, so Coffee set up an in-office
swag store where LiveRampers can see, touch and drool all over the beautifully
branded swag they could send from their marketing automation platform.
We aren’t talking boring stuff either. Bathrobes, artisan pasta kits shipped in
handcrafted boxes, branded hoodies and more. This intrigued the
outbound team and they couldn’t wait to start using these to
get attention and close leads.

tripled
pipeline

3x
66%

increase in
sales velocity

33%
www.PFL.com

increase in
response rates
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The Results
Prospects weren’t just impressed, they were truly engaged: the average number of days
from initial outreach to first meeting decreased by 66%.

Customer Responses to Swag Sends:
“Thanks so much for the coffee mug and
coffee. It was a welcome break from the 3,000
emails I had to crawl through after vacation!”
A prospect that ignored every email replied
after they were sent a battery charger: “The
charger arrived today, thank you very much! I
would be happy to connect with you late next
week. How is Friday around 1pm?”
“Thank you for sending the pasta over for
dinner, and also for that totally sweet box
of LiveRamp gear. I did indeed outfit the
team in LiveRamp clothing, and personally
was dressed head to toe in LiveRamp for my
election watching! I’ll spare the pics ;-)”

www.PFL.com
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NETGAIN

PFL + ABM
NetGain Technologies used tangible marketing to land meetings with the hardest-toreach decision makers. They did it with Tactile Marketing Automation (TMA) by PFL.
Here’s how NetGain blew away their expectations and earned a 22% conversion with
orchestrated tangible and digital channels.

The Challenge
NetGain Technologies is a leader in the IT space, offering innovative managed IT solutions.
Their story starts with a familiar challenge: strained resources and seemingly impossible
goals. Megan Reed, Director of Digital Marketing, needed to connect with hard-to-reach
bank executives. Her biggest hurdle? She was pressed for resources with a small team.
Reed used an ABM approach: cold calling contacts at target accounts with emails
following the calls. She understood her accounts but wasn’t getting traction with them.
Reed needed to warm up prospects before cold calls ring through and with her small
team, she needed a fully automated solution.

The Solution
Reed landed on tangible marketing as a solution to warm up prospects. A package that
lands on a desk, not in a junk mail folder, gets attention and starts a conversation. But
Reed wasn’t going to send something boring, she was intent on sending something
coveted. NetGain is at home in the rolling hills of Kentucky and Reed used that to her
advantage: bourbon and horse-racing themed packages turn heads and get attention.

www.PFL.com
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“Combining PFL with Marketo
filled the resource gap for us,
letting us use dimensional
mail without the headache of
stuffing boxes, mailing them
and worrying about fulfillment
and delivery.
— Megan Reed

How’s a small team going to package, ship and fulfill these packages?
What about sourcing all of that stuff? There was no way Reed could
manage that on her own so she turned to PFL and our Tactile Marketing
Automation (TMA) solution.
TMA lives right inside of Marketo (NetGain’s marketing automation
platform) and makes sending tangible assets as easy as sending an
email. As leads pass through the Marketo workflow, they trigger a
Kentucky-themed package. It’s a smart solution that lets a marketer
control when a package is triggered. Reed precisely targeted the hottest
accounts: you don’t waste Woodford Reserve on just anyone!
NetGain’s sales reps took control now, pushing leads in Salesforce to
different segments within Marketo. Segments that trigger direct mail
also benefit from TMA’s integration with delivery partners, so when
a package arrives on the prospect’s desk, a Salesforce notification is
automatically created. This alerts the sales rep and lets them follow up
with the package in real time.

22%
conversion
rate

2x
increase
in pipeline

tripled digital
response rates

www.PFL.com

3x
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Drive Engagement
with Direct Mail

www.PFL.com
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The Results
NetGain saw a 22% conversion rate from lead to meeting. They brought hard-to-reach
prospects to the table, and did it all to scale despite a small team. Tactile Marketing
Automation made it possible for NetGain to engage smarter and close faster, all from
their marketing automation platform.

Benefits of Tactile
Marketing Automation
Create fully orchestrated tactile
marketing that works with
digital channels.
Send dimensional mail with a
variety of triggers from lead
score to behavioral data.
Get notifications when the
package is sent, so sales teams
can follow up in real time.
PFL sources, inventories, kits
and fulfills each order.

www.PFL.com
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Why Use PFL?
We scale to any size.
From an audience of one, to one million, PFL
can personalize direct mail when you need it,
regardless of scale.

We are SOC 2 and HIPPA compliant.
We are SOC 2 and HIPPA compliant, our
solutions are fully vetted and approved
for LaunchPoint.

We’re a one-stop shop.
We provide the technology, production and
fulfillment for all tactile marketing. We’re also
the only Accelerate Partner offering this value
to your customers.

About Our Customers

InsideSales.com offers the sales industry’s first comprehensive sales
acceleration platform that creates high-performance sales teams with
breakthrough technology.

Invoca helps the modern marketer drive inbound calls and turn them into
sales. Their platform delivers the inbound call intelligence required for
marketers to optimize customer engagement and sales beyond the click.
From attribution to intent, marketers gain a complete understanding of the
customer’s journey across digital, mobile and offline touch points so they
can optimize their marketing spend, drive quality inbound calls and deliver
a better customer experience.

Jellyvision is an award-winning technology company whose interactive
software talks people through important, complex and potentially
snooze-inducing life decisions - like choosing a healthcare insurance plan,
saving for retirement or managing finances - in simple, fun and engaging
ways. Their SaaS employee communication platform ALEX is used by more
than 800 companies with more than 14 million employees. ALEX helps
employees make better decisions about $118 billion of health insurance
premiums, 401k allocations and financial wellness. Learn more
at www.jellyvision.com.

www.PFL.com

Leadspace is the first B2B Audience Management Platform. Leadspace
helps businesses increase maximum pipeline and better engagement by
identifying and understanding audiences and equipping them with the
best intelligence to plan, execute and optimize their marketing campaigns
across all channels. Updated in real time, the data remains constantly
accurate and actionable - on both the individual and account level. For
more information visit: www.leadspace.com

LiveRamp provides the ability to resolve all of your data across channels
and devices to a single person and activate that data across any marketing
channel or technology platform. This identity resolution service allows
LiveRamp’s clients to engage in and support people-based
marketing efforts.

NetGain Technologies developed into one of the world’s top managed
IT services providers by creating solutions for business problems. An
industry-leading, secure network operations center staffed by more than
85 technicians and engineers—with more than 250 combined technical
certifications—forms the core of Technology OneSource, the company’s
award-winning managed IT services package for small and
midsize businesses.
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ENGAGE SMARTER. CLOSE FASTER.
DRIVE RESULTS.

800.930.5088 | inquire@pfl.com | www.PFL.com

PFL is a Montana born and raised marketing technology company, with headquarters just north of Yellowstone National Park, and in Indianapolis, IN.
We provide sales enablement and marketing automation solutions, as well as printing, mailing, and fulfillment services, to directly connect B2B and
B2C organizations with cutting edge solutions that accelerate productivity and drive business forward.
©2018 PFL, All rights reserved.

